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Abstract 

Steady state number of the short-period(SP) comets captured from 
nearly parabolic(NP) orbits with 60°< i(inclination)^120° and 0.5^q 
(perihelion distance)$J1.5 AU is calculated. Due to smallness of the q 
and slowness of the capture process, almost all these SP comets become 
completely extinct. Combining annual flux of the observed NP comets of 
high inclination with the capture probability from NP to SP orbits and 
the ejection rate in SP orbits obtained by Monte Carlo simulations, we 
find that the steady state number of the extinct SP comets in high-incli
nation orbits is at least 1-2 hundred. If this number can be considered 
to correspond to the observed one of Apollo-type objects with i>60°, 
it is concluded that only less than a few percent of extinct comets 
leaves sizable non-volatile cores or shells. The number of asteroid
like bodies deduced from the extinct comets with small perihelion dis
tance and high inclination has less ambiguity than that of low inclina
tion, because contribution from asteroid belt is negligible and the sour
ce comets are visible(free from observational selection) through the 
whole course of orbital evolution. 

It is of primary importance to properly estimate the fraction of 
the comets which leave sizable core or shell of stony material after 
losing volatile components(extinct comets), both in order to determine 
the dominant source of Apollo-Amor(AA) objects and to get information 
on internal structure of cometary nuclei. Major contributions to this 
problem have been made by Opik(1963), Wetherill(19 79), Kresak(1980), 
Rickman and Froeschle(1980), Levin and Simonenko(1981) and others. 

The purpose of this paper is to estimate an upper limit of the fra
ction of asteroid-like survivors among extinct(EX) comets without ambi
guity of the source as far as possible. We also intend to understand 
the population of EX comets within the framework of orbital evolution 
of long-period(LP) comets. For those purposes, we restrict our treat
ment to the LP comets with 0.5 4q 41-5 AU and 60°4 i4120°. The reasons 
and advantage for this restriction are : 
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1) contribution from asteroid belt to high-inclination AA objects is 
negligible, 
2) the effects of observational selection with respect to q are minimum 
among various LP comets, 
3) physical disintegration is active and at a nearly constant rate 
during the whole course of orbital evolution, and 
4) the ejection rate is comparatively small in spite of slowness of 
orbital change. 

As is shown later, the observed number of the AA objects of high 
inclination is extremely small. This prevents us from defining observa-
tionally the orbital region of the EX comets of high inclination. There
fore we regarded somewhat arbitrarily the region of a(semi-major axis) 
< 1 0 AU, 0<q;<1.5 AU and 60°<: i <,120° as the place where EX comets are 
expected to be found. This selection, however, is justified from the 
viewpoint of orbital evolution of LP comets(Nakamura 1981). 

The steady state number of the EX comets is given by n/A (e.g., 
Wetherill 1979), where n is the annual injection rate into this region 
and X is the expulsion rate per comet per year by Jovian perturbations. 
Since the value of n cannot be known from observation, it must be esti
mated from n. the observed annual rate of Oort-cloud(NP) comets and the 
dynamical capture efficiency of NP comets via LP comets into short-
period(SP) comets, n was found to be 0.195 objects/yr, by picking up 
14 objects(/135 yr) of the NP comets with 1/a . ^ 50 x 10 AU , 
0.5$ q^1.5 AU and 60°^ i<120° from the list°or8200 original orbits of 
LP comets (Marsden et al., 1978), and by correcting the number by a 
factor of 375/200, the ratio of the total number of the LP comets which 
appeared past 135 years to the 200 original LP comets. 

The capture efficiency of the NP comets was calculated by a means 
of Monte Carlo simulation of the orbital evolution due to perturbations 
of Jupiter. The method adopted here is similar to that described in 
Nakamura(1981): orbital evolution is traced as a random walk in the 3-
dimensional space of Kepler energy, total angular momentum and its z-
component, where each step was chosen following the trivariate distri
butions of Jovian perturbations calculated beforehand. About 2.3 % of 
the comets which start from the inner Oort cloud region is found to 
reach the region of a ̂ ,5.2 AU after the mean revolution of nearly 8000. 
Then we have n = 0.023n = 4.5 x 10~ objects/yr. 

As for high-inclination comets, there are good reasons to believe 
that argument of perihelion CO may play an important role in their orbi
tal evolution. This situation does not apply to low-inclination case. 
Geometrical considerations suggest that the LP comets of q<,l AU with 
C0~90° or^270° may not interact with Jupiter strongly enough to be 
brought into SP orbits. Dynamical considerations, on the other hand, 
indicate that secular perturbation on CO may gradually change its value, 
resulting in close approaches to Jupiter within an appropriate period 
of time. Only detailed numerical simulations will be able to. decide 
which is true. However, an orbital statistics of high-inclination LP 
comets seems to support the former. Fig.l represents the distributions 
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Fig.l. Distributions of ar
gument of perihelion for LP 
comets with 60°^ i<120° 
and 0<q^2 AU(dotted blocks 
are for 1.5<q<2.0 AU) . 

of a) for the LP comets with 0< q^2 AU and 60°^: i^l20°, in order of 
aorig' w h l c n c a n b e regarded as an indicator of degree of orbital evo
lution. The data are from Marsden(19 79) and Marsden et al.(1978). It 
is clearly seen that along with the decrease of a . , the comets with 
w ~90° or~270° are removed and finally only the comlts with OJ~0° or 
180° are left. Adoption of a factor f will make the situation clearer. 
f35 is t h e r a t i o o f the comets whose ffl lie both between -35° and 35° 
and between 145° and 215° to all the comets considered. Fig.l will be 
interpreted as: the NP comets other than those with U) ~ 0° and~180° 
cannot evolve into shorter-period ones by Jovian perturbations. Then, 
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_3 
we should modify the value of n by f ; namely, n = 4.5 x 10 f 
= 1.75 x 10 objects/yr, in which a flat distribution of GO for the LP 
comets is assumed. 

In Fig.2 are shown the mean paths of orbital evolution of the LP 
comets with high inclination. On an average the increases of i were less 
than 20-30°. 
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This is a relation of mean semi-major axis(a) versus revolution(N) for 
the initial q of 1 AU. 

According to sublimation theory of H O ice nucleus, about 1000 re
volutions are a typical lifetime for a nucleus of 1 km radius and for 
q = 1 AU(Cowan and A'Hearn 1979, Weissman 1980). This figure will be 
slightly reduced if the effects of outburst and splitting are taken 
into account. Since the average diameter of LP comets is estimated to 
be 5 km or so(Whipple 1978, Rahe 1981), it is understood that, in com
bination with the result of the above table, most of the LP comets con
sidered here will become completely extinct due to physical disintegra
tion before they reach the orbital region of EX comets. This seems to 
be also the reason why we do not observe SP comets of high inclination 
(Fig.2). 

Next we will discuss briefly non-gravitational(NG) effects on or
bital elements. Table 1 is the net orbital changes per revolution due 
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to jet reaction caused by sublimating gases on a nucleus for various q. 
These values were obtained by integrating numerically Lagrange equations 
of Gauss's form along parabolic orbits. l/r-exp(-r /2) is assumed as 
dependency of reactive force on heliocentric distance (Marsden et al., 
1973). In this calculation -0.98 x 10~ AU /day (retrograde rotation) 
is assigned to A the tangential component of NG parameters, which is 
an average of the absolute values of nine A of the LP comets tabula
ted in Marsden et al.(1973). A(l/a) in Table 1 shows that if NG effects 
act every return constantly in one sense this is no doubt improba
ble, it takes more than 5000 revolutions for a NP comet of q = 1 AU to 
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Fig.2. Orbital evolution of high-inclination LP comets. Figures 
attached to each curve represent mean revolutions. Filled circles are 
the observed comets(Marsden et al., 1978, Marsden 1979). 
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reach near the orbit of Jupiter. This suggests that inclusion of NG 
effects on 1/a does not change sharply the lifetime obtained in consi
deration of orbital evolution and physical disintegration. 

The calculation of A was carried out as follows. Many hypothetical 
EX comets were first scattered uniformly in the domain of 5.5^a$8.1 
AU, 0.5$q^l.5 AU and 60°^. i^ 120° and their subsequent orbital evo
lution was traced by another Monte Carlo simulation. A (/yr/comet) is 
expressed as _ 

A = -dv / V /(N2 - Nx)/ P, 

where V is the initial number of EX comets, dv the number ejected fjrom 
the region of 0.54 q̂ . 1.5 AU between N -th and N -th returns, and P 
the mean orbital period(yr) of EX comets. For V = 210, N •- N.. = 100 
(this simulation was traced up to 500 revolutions) and P = 17 yrs, 
an averaged dv was 3.6; thus A = 1.0 x 10 /yr. This value might be a 
considerable overestimate, since the bodies once ejected from the 
region of 0.5^q41.5 AU are implicitly assumed to never come back to 
the same region. The loss rate due to planetary collision is shown to 
be about 10 times smaller than this A (Wetherill 1979). Therefore, 
using the obtained values of n and A, a steady state number of EX comets 
of 175 immediately results for the orbital range assigned above. 

Now we are in a position to deduce the fraction of asteroidal sur
vivors by comparing with the observed number of AA objects of high in
clination. As the initial i of LP comets are limited to more than 60° 
and the orbital evolution has a trend to increase i, it would be then 
reasonable to regard the Apollos with i>60° as the candidates. Only 
two of such Apollos have been known so far: 

No. q(AU) Q(AU) i 0) 
1973NA 0.88 3.98 68° 118° 

1975YA 0.91 1.69 64 61 . 

If we receive this number at its face value, the fraction of asteroidal 
survivors is about 1 %. However, as for 1975YA, it seems improbable 
that this is an EX comet, because its aphelion distance Q is too small 
to be accounted for by jet effects. 

Attention must be called to the point that discovery condition of 
high-inclination bodies may be different from that of low inclination. 
Intuition predicts that the relative speed of high-inclination bodies 
to the earth will be larger than that of low inclination. Fig. 3 is a 
magnitude-observed daily motion diagram for the asteroids designated 
as "fast-moving objects" near their discovery in IAU Circulars past 
ten years. This diagram indicates that the intuition is correct to 
some extent, though exceptional cases are not rare. Large relative 
speed leads to failure of detection of faint objects, resulting in the 
raise of their limiting magnitude. We assume the size distribution 
of dn « D~ dD (D: asteroid's diameter and b = 3 - 3.5 for typical as
teroids) and that the number density of silver grains in an asteroidal 
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image on a photographic plate is proportional to 1/v (v: mean relative 
speed of high-inclination objects measured in the unit of low-inclina
tion ones'). Unobservable number N due to large relative speed and 
still observable number N are given respectively as follows, 

N « (yv-DT)
Y-b- n1"* 

N D 
1-b 

<^V 
1-b 

in which D is the diameter corresponding to the limiting magnitude for 
low-inclination bodies and D is the diameter of the brightest bodies. 
Simple calculation brings abou^ a result that the ratio of N to N is 
roughly equal to v - 1. This expression holds exactly for the case b = 
3.0. 

Mean observed daily motions deduced from the data of Fig.3 for 
high- and low-inclination Apollos are 435' and 91' respectively; thus 
v = 4.8. Then the number of high-inclination Apollos corrected for this 
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selection effect will be 7.6 or so. In this case, the fraction of aste-
roidal survivors is 4.3 %. Even if ambiguity of the adopted constants 
involved in our analysis is taken into account, the resultant fraction 
will be raised by a factor of two at most, whereas it is very probable 
that the fraction may be lowered, say, by one order of magnitude. In 
conclusion, the fraction of the cometary nuclei which survive as sizable 
asteroid-like bodies is less than 2-8 %. This result coincides well with 
the estimate by Rickman and Froeschll(1980) , though quite different data 
are analysed. 

At present the origin of SP comets is understood, at least qualita
tively, as a result of orbital evolution of NP or LP comets(Everhart, 
1972). If the existence of the comet Encke is a probable event among SP 
comets and the fraction obtained above is also applicable to low-incli
nation comets, the number of Apollo objects deduced from Encke-type 
comets will have to be reduced by the same fraction. As far as the pro
blem of Apollo objects is considered in the framework of orbital evolu
tion of LP comets, this seems to be an inevitable outcome. The origin of 
AA objects is obviously still an unsettled problem. 
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